Manual version 8, SEO Consultant Edition
Welcome to SEO ProRank
This text is aiming at SEO Consultants, SEO Experts. If you are not an SEO
Consultant, then you shall consult your current SEO consultant for advice.
This manual require some basic knowledge about SEO.
Download
You may download the software, open the folder and click the icon. There is no
installation, only an executable file.
The database is stored in the same folder as the software. Do not remove the
database!
You may enter any URL as you desire and also the keywords.
When you're done, press “Scan” to see the result on Google.
You need not to register to use the software.
SEO ProRank Score
The score are easy to count. On the first page you will get one (1) point for
each hit.
However, to get any score you need to verify your domain. This is to prevent
scores from domain, sites and keywords that's not yours. In return, you may
include to monitor any site and any keyword as you wish.
Upload score to the public page
When you're done with the scores, you may update the result to the public
web page. To do this, you must register and pay a small fee with the site.
Please look in the Getting Started documentation provided on the site
seoprorank.com for information how to register with SEO ProRank.
Simply enter your e-mail and the selected password inside the SEO ProRank
software. When finish, you may update the score to the public page along with
information about you and your business.

Your data can be updated one time every 24 hours.
Subscription
When purchasing the subscription you will make the result ready to view by
others. Your name and score will appear on the page. Your presentation will
contain clickable links.
Subscription is charged for one year at the time. Prices may change.
Verify your domain
To ensure that you get the ranking from your own domains and not just any
domain, there is a verify feature. This feature allow you to ensure that the
scores you show are from your work.
Back-up to the cloud
As an option, you may back-up your URL's and keywords to the cloud. You may
choose to upload to the cloud, download from the cloud or delete your backup
from the cloud.
Support
In every service there is support. Or, to use straight English, there should be
support!
We intend to make it better than standard for the business. Any person
interested in SEO shall get the best support ever and why not let the experts
do it?
We will eventually have any support in any language. For this, we create the
Team ProRank. Team ProRank are experienced SEO Experts with the ability to
also create and keep new contacts.
Security and privacy
Your privacy is our business! Our servers and all data is stored in Sweden. We
do not give any private information to any secret service. The data is not used
for any other purpose than to benefit you and your business.
We do not sell advertisement. We do not sell data about you or any other user.
For us, you are very important.
Guarantee
We can not guarantee anything. You use this software on your own risk. The
long term goal with this project is to eventually higher the quality on the web,
leaving the fools and scammers behind.
Enjoy!
Welcome!

Contact information
If you have any other questions, do not hesitate to contact us!
Jakob Krabbe
Senior Developer
jakob@syscare.se
+46 709 – 24 54 75

